Milestone Customer Snapshot

UKPipeline utilise Oracle Primavera P6 in support of North
Somerset Council’s £26M Office Amalgamation Programme
UKPipeline provide a wide range of engineering, survey, GIS and management
consultancy services to major infrastructure projects both in the UK and
internationally. With a client base including local government, contractors and utility
companies, UKPipeline have deployed Oracle Primavera P6 to develop planning
solutions for a wide range of projects.
Challenges and Solutions
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North Somerset Council selected UKPipeline to provide support in the planning and
early delivery of their Office Amalgamation Programme which comprised the strategic
rationalisation of their property estate into fewer but higher performing properties,
saving £700,000 a year within three years.
With technical and specification advice from Milestone, UKPipeline implemented an
Oracle Primervera P6 Master Project Programme to support North Somerset Council in
the coordination of their moves and construction programme. Both ‘hard’ activities
such as building refurbishment and M&E renewal and the ‘softer’ tasks associated with
the relocation of staff to a newly acquired property were scheduled using Primavera
P6. With over 500 staff being accommodated in the new office and the further 900
staff being temporarily relocated out of the existing Town Hall during refurbishment,
Primavera P6 was invaluable in programming works and staff moves whilst ensuring it
was ‘business as usual’ for delivery of the essential council services to the public.
“From our initial enquiry, through selection of the product and the provision of
training Milestone have provided a prompt, friendly and comprehensive service. This
support has enabled us to realise the benefits of being able to deliver powerful
planning solutions which meet our Clients complex requirements”
Tom Worley, Managing Director – UKPipeline Ltd.
Milestone is a specialist provider of technology‐enabled solutions that span the
complete lifecycle of planning, operations and management of projects, programmes
and portfolios. As an Oracle Platinum Partner we develop our solutions utilising the
Oracle Primavera suite, as well as other industry‐leading complementary products,
such as Hard Dollar, eTimeMachine, LoadSpring and Maxavera. Milestone provides
end‐to‐end services including software, implementation, product and user training.
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